A group of now nearly forgotten writers had made the Trinity literary capital of the United States late in the Eighteenth Century, and as far back as written centuries are surprisingly modern to the nature has not, and their satires abroad, Professor Wood said, and Harwood Loomis, '29, editor-in-chief of the Trinity Debaters, said, "The lines are:

"That the American Inter- over station WTIC on this question in no less than four games will be played in the Union."
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not fitting in very well with the regular team. They are not sure of their futures as players, and they are unsure of what to expect. The regular team is more confident and has more experience. It is hard for them to feel good about their ability to play against the other team.

We finish.

Dear Father,

There are times when even the best of teams feels like they are on the brink of failure. Once in a while a Freshman feels not quite natural—something tells him he is not a Sophomore—there is an element of pain, of uselessness, which the Sophomore feelings more than we realize. He feels to bad to be at the school that was so prominent last year among the sick-at-heart students of American Colleges.

If you think it is enough to know everything out of a man and to make him more and more distrusted of the fresh students, you are quite right. The activity of any group when working together, Imagine, father, a gathering of young citizens of secondary schools, universities, governments, international law, etc. Add in the rest of the Philo-sophy—that fellows talk about—says a group taken together usually has the intelligence of the least unintellectual of them all. Well it just has to show that de old Barnum was right.

Father, we put up a game old against the Froshmen even if we had a six-man team against us. the de old reff was calling them left and right. It is certainly a shame to come up to his usual high character in umpiring. It might be good for you— why leave a bad taste in the mouth of your employer?

The Frosh will break ground any time now for our new chapel. Spring is nearly at hand and already signs of life are evident. Of course the builders cannot begin just yet because the ground is still too hard—but just wait— until we get the new cheers.

HARLEY

ALUMNI NOTES.

Thursday evening, the President, Justice Philip A. McCook, one of Trinity's well-known New York alumni, was present to keep the alumni in touch with the Alumni Association meeting. He spoke on "Judge, Jury and Justice." His entire speech was broadcast from Station WNYC, commencing at 8:30 o'clock.

INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS

Here is something for you to wonder at: One of our contemporary books contains a description of a baby party, to which the co-eds (girls) came in short dresses.

"Fower Bee" (colloquial at Trinity meaning Goat!), But I always admire the co-eds when the co-eds as well as any others. Read this from the "New Student."

"Another of the Course Alumni Student Council to permit publication of its minutes on the ground that its proceedings are "confidential" was arrested around the ordered of the "Boy to" in the society's minutes. The minutes indicate that the council is elected by the undergraduates to do its business, and that attempts to turn them into a study of their own actions is ridiculous. Such secrecy, says the editorial, is likely to end results of any kind. It may increase at mid-year, a large squad

North Dakota must be hot. The Dean of Women at the Universitv says: "Women students are becoming a fire as well as social menace." Well, well— goody! I beg your pardon, she is speaking of smoking.

Villanova must be hot too, for we read with something of envy but more of sympathy that all her halls are to be destroyed so that when their alterations are completed they'll get more than a new roof on top of them. (Thank you Mr. Bopeygold but have met your level.)

For no reason at all we do the following letter of the Solly of our Alley:

"Your's is an angel in truth, a demon in fiction; a woman's greatest of all triumphs is to have a crook, she'll smear at a mouse, but she'll tackle a husband one as big as a (female class). She'll take him for better, she'll take him for the screws, and then his future and turn him into his evil. And she can get out of bed, she'll pick up a stick. Here at her side, she's faithful, deceitful, keen-eyed and blind. She's crafty, she's simple, she's sheer, she's kind; she's a man up, she'll cast a man down; she'll make him her baby in the closet. You fancy she's this but you find she is for that she'll play a king and queen, and morning she will, in the evening she won't and you always expect her does— but she doesn't.

And for now, enough. Next week, if the copy of "Hartford Times" and if the naughty bootlegger doesn't forget our ten gallons for thirty-two weeks, you will tell me more about Mother West Wind and how she taught her little winds to say word.

SCHOOL VERSUS COLLEGE.

There are undoubtedly substantial grounds for the attack President Low­ coll has launched against the inefficiency of American public schools. But we do not doubt that there will be much whispering among those present at the conversion of the National Education Association as to the wis­ dom of throwing away the library of learning stones.

In so far as high school is considered as preparatory for college, the answer is primary— it can lay the blame for many of the faults attri­ buted to college upon the door of the class of institutions he represents.

The university has by no means solved the problem of its requirements, although college years have seen great progress in the liberalizing of its entrance examinations. It still compels applicants for admission to go through a forcing process in which the main idea seems to be equal­ ight of in the pressure to pass cer­ tain tests. The secondary schools, if they want their students to go on into college work, are under the necessity of submitting to a university admission which is often responsible for turning a school into a cramming inst­ itute. Its ideals are all subordinated to the single aim of getting men and women into college by hook or crook.

Dr. Lowell says that what we need is a good medical training, an actual training in the arts, and that those are not the qualifications on which you can build the future. He says that candidates for admission come up for examination. It lays the stress on having the college, schools pass into line by treading the answers to all the possible questions which may appear on any college admis­ sion papers.

The situation is not so bad as it was some years ago, because our col­ leges are offering applicants wider choice, and the college requirements are more free of sub­ mit and are taking into consideration the human factor, but there is still room for improvement in liberalizing these requirements.

"New York Evening Post."

With the close of the Interfrat­ eraternity League last week, a new se­ ries of games has been started be­ tween the various classes, and last night's game was won by the Senior Class. The Senior Class came out on top of the Fresh­ men by a score of 10 to 14, and the Senior Class defeated the Juniors by the same score. The winning teams were far superior to the losers in all departments of the game. The Sophomores have been the champs for the past two years, and although they look good enough to re­ peat, there is a strong resistance when they meet the Sophs next week for the college championship. The Freshmen and the Juniors will also clash next Tues­ day afternoon in order to determine which shall be the underdog. The summary of games follows:

Sophomores

Rush, Ir. 1 6
Sturm, Ir. 2 1
Bobrow, c 1 0
Bobrow, e 0 0

Totals, Freshmen.

Fleming, r 0 0
Vogel, r 1 1
Jenkins, c 0 0
Gooding, Ir. 0 2
Newbury, e 0 2
Shearman, r 1 1

Totals, Juniors.

Referee, Leake: score at half, 11-6.

Sophomores

Brown, Ir. 1 0
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BASKETBALL

CONN. AGGIES WIN FROM TRINITY.

LAUREL BUSINESS SCHOOL WINS FROM SECONDS.
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CONN. AGGIES WIN FROM TRINITY.

(Continued from page 1.)

they failed to score due to our good defensive play.

This game was the last time that Captain Mastronarde, Burr and Whitaker appeared for the Blue and Gold on the basketball floor. Their places will be hard to fill next year, even in spite of the fact that Ousting has better talent in the under classes this year than he has ever had before. Tuite, forward, and Hallstrom, guard, will be the only lettermen left for next year, but with Deschamps, Smith, Nye, Apter, Sloanberg, Glynn, Knurk and Cutler available, Trinity should have a powerful combination in 1929.

The summary:

Trinity

Conn. Aggies

Watson, If 1 7 9
Kiddy, If 1 1 3
Ryan, rf 3 0 4
Kraynok, rf 0 0 0
Hallstrom, c 1 1 3
Duffy, c 1 0 2
Dall, c 0 0 0
Williams, lg 2 0 2
Flydal, lg 0 0 0
Schieldgen, vg 0 2 4
Osterling, vg 0 0 0
Totals 11 9 31

Score at half time, Conn. Aggies 13, Trinity 8; referee, Dillon; time of periods, 20 minutes.

LAUREL BUSINESS SCHOOL WINS FROM SECONDS.

In a dull and listless game preliminary to the Aggie-Trinity contest, the Laurel Business School of Meriden, managed to defeat the Conn. Aggies.

The summary:

Trinity

Laurel Business School

Mastronarde, c 7 5 10 3 10 10 15 6 6 4 4 4 106
Whitaker, lg 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hallstrom, lg 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Smith, c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tuite, rf 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1
Apter, If 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Burr, If 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Dall, c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Flydal, lg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Schieldgen, vg 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2
Osterling, vg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 10 4 24

The Tripod
THE THETRIP

RADIO TALK BY PROFESSOR

(Continued from Page 1)

Perhaps it suited well enough. With hoop and farthingale and ruff; but this polka costume holds ruffles and blouses out of fashion.

LAUREL BUSINESS SCHOOL
WINS FROM BEGUN.

(Continued from Page 3).

"Jim" Smith, pivot man for the Blue and Gold, was high scorer of the game with 10 points. He also played a strong defensive game along with Captain "Dutch" Deschamps. Johnson, right guard for the Meriden team, played well for the winners and was a big factor in their victory.

The summary:

Trinity Seconds.

G. P. P.
Sllosberg, rf. 1
Knaresk, If. 0 0 0
Cutter, If. 1
Nye, e. 0 1
Smith, c. 3 4 10
Deschamps, r. 0
Clynx, lg. 0 2 2
Total. 3 8 14

Laurel School.

G. P. P.
Mastraer, If. 0 2 2
Smith, rf. 2 0 4
Brooner, r.f. 0
Trelow, c. 0 1 1
Marrinn, lg. 0 0 0
E. Johnson, lg. 0
H. Johnson, lg. 0 2 2
Total. 5 5 15

Alpha Chi Rho Gets Interfraternity Crown

Carry off Championship for Second Successive Year—Lost No Games

The championship of the Interfraternity League was won for the second year in succession last week, by the Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho, The "Crowns" went through the entire season without losing a game, although some of their games were hotly contested. The Delta Phi and Faculty teams were tied for second place, and Psi Upsilon, Alpha Tau Kappa, Neutrals and Sigma Nu finished in a knot for third place. Alpha Delta Phi and Delta Kappa Epelion quintets were tied for the cellar position.

As a result of their winning the championship this year, the Alpha Chi Rho team gains a first leg on the Peter Ogilvy trophy, which was offered by the son of President Ogilvy, and which he presented to Charles G. Deshave, president of the Alpha Chi Rho house, at the last monthly meeting of the college body. To secure permanent possession of the trophy, a team must win the college championship three years, not necessarily in succession.

Final Standings:

1-W. L. %
Alpha Chi Rho, 9 0 1,000
Delta Phi, 6 3 666
Psi Upsilon, 6 0 666
Alpha Tau Kappa, 5 4 555
Sigma Nu, 5 4 555
Alpha Delta Phi, 4 4 444
Delta Kappa Epelion, 0 9 0

"FIVY" BOARD MEETS

A meeting of the Editorial Board of the Fivy was held last Tuesday evening. Harwood Loomis, '29, editor-in-chief, collected all new material for the publication, and expressed satisfaction for the manner in which work was going along.

SECOND TEAM RECORD.

Opponents Trinity

Feb. 9—Westfield "Y", 27 36
Feb. 14—Wesl'n Seconds, 21 36
Feb. 28—West'n Seconds, 38 21
Mar. 3—Laurel School, 15 24

Total. 177 297

William T. Barto, Jr., '30, of Hartford, was elected assistant manager of next year's varsity basketball team, and Frank Salilcy, '30, also of Hartford, was elected manager of next year's junior varsity team, at a meeting of the graduate manager, coach and manager of basketball held last Wednesday. James V. White, '29, who was assistant manager automatically becomes manager next season. Barto, Salilcy and White are all members of the Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho.
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AN ADDITION TO CAMEL SMOKE-LORE

We submit the sad case of the freshman in zoology, who, when asked to describe a camel, said, "A camel is what you wish you were smoking while you try to think of the right answers." He flunked zoology—but he knew his cigarettes. For in time of trial or time of joy, there's no friend like Camels.

The subtle influences of choice tobaccos upon the smoke-spots of mankind have been carefully studied, identified, and blended smoothly into Camels—"fill-fullment" to every experienced smoker seeks. Got an alkaflitch you want to lose?